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Abstract: HybridAC/DC microgrids(HMG) are emerging as an attracting method for integrating 12 
the AC/DC distributed energy resources(DERs) with the features of high-performance and low-13 
cost. In the isolated hybrid AC/DC microgrid (IHMG),the key problem is how to balance the power 14 
variation and regulate the voltage and frequency. Various energy storage systems (ESS)and 15 
interlinking converter (IC) technologies are viable for this application. The present study proposes a 16 
novel unified power flow model to evaluate and compare the abilities of the ESS with different 17 
connection topologies and ICs with different control approaches to maintain the voltage and 18 
frequency stability of the IHMG. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed scheme, 19 
five operation modes of the IHMG are defined and explained. The classification is based on the 20 
connection topologies and control modes of the ESS/IC in the IHMG. Then, a set of generic PF 21 
equations are derived. Moreover, three binary matrices are applied in the construction of the 22 
unified power equations. These matrices are used for describing the running state of the IHMG. 23 
Finally, in order to verify the proposed scheme, it is applied to several case studies of the IHMG. 24 
The operation characteristics of multi-DC subgrids IHMG in different modes, particularly when an 25 
external disturbance occurs, are investigated. 26 

Keywords: hierarchical control; AC-DC hybrid microgrids; primary control; ESS; interlinking 27 
converter; power flow analysis 28 

 29 

1. Introduction 30 

In the renewable power generation systems, new features, such as the increment of the DC 31 
sources and loads and rapid developments in DC energy storage systems (ESSs)are emerging. This 32 
is more pronounced at the distribution level. In order to satisfy various operational requirements, 33 
Hybrid AC/DC microgrid (HMG) is introduced. It should be indicated that the HMG projects are 34 
widely adopted worldwide [1-3].Fig 1 shows a typical topology of the HMG and indicates that the 35 
HMG is composed of an AC and a DC network. Each network contains distributed generations 36 
(DGs), ESSs and loads. Moreover, an interlinking converter (IC) links the AC and DC microgrids 37 
together. 38 

Compared to the conventional AC or DC microgrids, the isolated hybrid AC/DC microgrid 39 
(IHMG) reduces the equipment investment and the energy loss in the power conversion process by 40 
connecting sources and loads to the AC and DC buses with low power consumption for the 41 
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conversion. It is anticipated that the IHMGs will be the most promising microgrid structures in the 42 
near future [1]. 43 

There are two operating modes for the HMG, called the grid-tied mode and the isolated mode. 44 
Reviewing the literature shows that the latter mode has recently attracted significant attention 45 
because of its desirable characteristics, including the high availability of the electricity, profitability 46 
for consumers and electrification potentials for remote isolated small communities. The 47 
construction of isolated microgrids has evolved dramatically so far, to incorporate DC and hybrid 48 
AC/DC systems that can adapt to high penetration of DC-based DGs and loads [3]. 49 

 50 

Figure 1.  Layout of the AC/DC hybrid microgrid (HMG). 51 

 52 

Extensive research has been conducted worldwide on the isolated HMG (IHMG). The power-53 
flow (PF) analysis significantly contributes to the design, expansion planning and optimal operation 54 
of the HMG [9]. The power flow analysis indicates that the IHMG have specific characteristics that 55 
significantly differ from those of the conventional power grids [4,5].It was found that in the isolated 56 
mode, the frequency of the AC subgrid in the IHMG is no longer fixed, but changes frequently 57 
within a range due to uncertainty of primary resources, load and intra-day market factors. On the 58 
other hand, because of the development and wide applications of the droop control technology in 59 
the IHMG, the new type-droop bus is emerging. Therefore, the conventional methods for the node 60 
voltage modeling will be no longer suitable for IHMG applications. Moreover, the control strategies 61 
that are adopted by most authors in the isolated HMG are based on the hierarchical structure, 62 
which has detailed in the section. Union for the co-ordination of transmission of electricity (UCTE) 63 
and continental Europe raised the concept of hierarchical control. There are three main control 64 
levels, including the global/tertiary, microgrid/secondary and the local/primary control methods in 65 
this approach [6]. Unlike the secondary and tertiary controllers, which are generally based on 66 
similar controllers used in the systems, the primary control should be designed specifically for the 67 
application in the IHMG [6]. Therefore, multiple running scenarios with different frequency/voltage 68 
operation characteristics can be identified according to different primary control strategies. 69 
However, reviewing the literature shows that few studies for the IHMG power flow analysis are 70 
performed to date for the diversification of the operational modes of the IHMG. 71 

Researchers considered the unique operational characteristics of the IHMG, such as the 72 
unavailability of a slack bus, droop controllability of the interfaced converter of the distributed 73 
generation and the bidirectional power flow between neighboring subgrids to modify the 74 
conventional methods and develop new approaches for analyzing the power flow [9]-[19].  75 

Eajal, Mohamed and El-Saadany [11] used a set of linear and nonlinear equations and 76 
proposed a detailed modeling approach for the isolated IHMG. Meanwhile, they applied a united, 77 
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globally convergent and trust-region Newtonian method to solve the equations. Based on the 78 
results of the power flow analysis, they pointed out that the major difficulties of the IHMG 79 
originate from the equal power sharing. Aprilia et al. [9] proposed the coupling of the AC 80 
frequency and the DC voltage in the IHMG and discussed the modeling method. They performed 81 
variety of calculations and investigated the operational characteristics of the HMG with several DC 82 
subgrids. Hamad, Azzouz and EI-Saadany [12] adopted the Newton Raphson (NR) method to 83 
handle the unique features of the IHMG with lower computational time. Aprilia, Meng, Hosani, 84 
Zeineldin and Dong[16] proposedthe united power flow algorithm in emphasis on the 85 
incorporation of the IC droop control through the coupling of the normalized AC frequency and the 86 
DC voltage. Li, Chaudhary and Saadany [13] implemented the virtual impedance into the PF 87 
mathematical model. However, the model separately used AC or DC microgrids. Ahmed, 88 
Eltantawy, and Salama [15] proposed a general PF mode that can be applicable to the PF analysis of 89 
the AC-DC hybrid distribution network with varied mixed configurations of lines and buses. 90 
However, he only focused on the network structure and ignored the influence of the component 91 
control method on different network structures.  92 

Studies show that there are two general methods, including the unified and sequential 93 
methods, for the power flow calculation of the AC/DC hybrid network [21]-[23]. Moreover, 94 
multiple iterative loops should be solved sequentially and separately in the sequential method, 95 
which leads to the increase of computational time and complexity [22]. It should be indicated that 96 
this problem is resolved in the unified algorithm [23]. 97 

In the present study, a unified PF model is introduced to compare various practice steady 98 
operation states, based on the general consideration of the influence of existing control strategies on 99 
the IHMG. The proposed model is unique from the formulation point of view. Various realistic 100 
voltage and frequency control scenarios are considered in the IHMG to unify AC/DC PF equations. 101 
The performance of the proposed method will be analyzed in independent test cases for the AC and 102 
DC microgrids. The developed model employs three binary matrices to describe the configuration 103 
and operational mode of the IHMG. The generic AC and DC power equations are constructed. 104 
Moreover, the proposed model is used for solving the PF problem. In order to evaluate the 105 
effectiveness and the accuracy of the proposed mode, the PF results are compared with those 106 
obtained from the MATLAB software. The unified PF model proposed in this paper can be used for 107 
grid operators to fully understand the characteristic of different operationalmodes, which have 108 
been formed by different quasi-steady-state control strategies in the IHMG. This is more 109 
pronounced when the standardization of the supervisory control remains unclear. 110 

The remainder of the presents study is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief 111 
overview of the hierarchical control for the application of the IHMG and emphatically presents the 112 
primary control adopted by grid units of the IHMG. The definitions of the five operational scenario-113 
based control strategies are discussed in details in section 3. Moreover, section 4 deduces the 114 
formulation of the proposed PF model, including the unified AC-DC power equations, in details. 115 
Furthermore, the case studies for various operation modes in the IHMG with different 116 
configuration and the validation of the proposed PF model are described in section 4. Finally, 117 
section 5 presents the conclusion of the present study. 118 

2. Primary Control in The Hierarchical Controlled AC/DCIHMG 119 

2.1. Hierarchical Control Level 120 

The ability of supporting the AC frequency and DC voltage are the essential features for the 121 
IHMGs, when they are disconnected from the main power grid. In fact, there is an obligation for 122 
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complex control architectures to support the AC frequency and DC voltage. A structured approach 123 
using the centralized or distributed control is called the multilevel-hierarchical control [5-8].This 124 
structure is extensively applied in low-speed communications. In general, three levels are defined 125 
in the hierarchical control strategy: 126 

1. Level 1(primary control): The control object of this level achieves voltage/frequency 127 
control for interface devices of the distributed energy resources DER. Moreover, the 128 
power sharing and optimal power management of resources can be obtained. 129 

2. Level 2(secondary control): The control level utilizes the low speed communication 130 
network to compensate the voltage and frequency deviations caused by the primary 131 
control level. 132 

3. Level 3(tertiary control): there is a positive response in this control level for external 133 
dispatching instructions to maintain the effectiveness, economy and reliability of the 134 
system. 135 

2.2. The Primary Control of The DERs in The IHMG 136 

As the most critical levels in the hierarchical management, there are two distinguished types of 137 
primary control levels, namely the grid-following and grid-forming controls [5-8]. The purpose of 138 
the grid-following control is to extract as much power as possible from the renewable energy 139 
resource. For instance, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode in the wind turbine and 140 
photovoltaic systems and the operation in the rated power in diesel/biomass generators are 141 
practical applications of the grid-following control [24-25].Moreover, the inverter-based renewable 142 
DGs have the capability of reactive power control by means of their inverters. It should be indicated 143 
that PV systems and wind turbines are required to participate in some grid codes to provide 144 
reactive power control of the power system[26].The connected buses in the aforementioned 145 
resources are usually modeled as PQ buses in the power flow analysis[13].  146 

The grid-forming control, which mostly acts in intentional or non-intentional islanding mode, 147 
provides stability of the voltage and frequency. Furthermore, these control strategies falls into two 148 
categories based on the need or non-need of communication networks between devices[3].The 149 
former category includes master/slave, central or concentrated control, instantaneous current 150 
sharing or circular chain approaches. While the latter one mainly includes the droop-based control 151 
andthe virtual impedance. Usually, energy storage device or DGs based on the droop control 152 
techniques operatein the grid-forming mode[26,29]. The ω-P droop of an AC type ESS connected in 153 
nth bus can be calculated by equation (1).  154 

 P , =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧−P , , 	,																			if	ω > ω 	,

1
k

(ω − ω)	, if	ω ≤ ω ≤ ω 	,

P , , 	,																							if	ω < ω 	,

 (1)

Where the subscripts SD, n and sp denote the ESS units with the droop control, nthAC bus and the 155 

active power droop gain, respectively. Moreover, P , , and P , , are the AC type ESS 156 

maximum active power charging and discharging rates, respectively. Furthermore, ω  and 157 

ω denote the frequency at which the ESS starts to charge and discharge at its maximum charging 158 

or discharging rates, respectively. Finally, k is defined as the following: 159 
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 k =
ω h − ω

P , ,
h + P , ,

  (2)

the ω-P and V-Q droop of an AC type DG connects to the nth bus, while the V-P droop of an DC 160 

type DG connects to the mth bus.They are described by equations (3) to (5), respectively. 161 

 P , =
1
k (ω −ω) (3)

 Q , =
1
k ( V , , − V , ) (4)

 P , =
1
k (V , , − V , ) 

(5)

Where the subscripts GD, n and m present the AC-type DG with the droop control, nth AC bus 162 
and mth DC bus, respectively.Moreover,P ,  andQ , denote the AC-type active and reactive 163 
output power, respectively and P ,  is the DC-type active output power. Furthermore, k ,k and 164 
k  are the active and reactive droop gain of an AC-type DG and the active droop gain of a DC-165 
type DG, respectively. It should be indicated that k , k and k  are defined by (6)-(8), 166 

respectively. 167 

 k =
ω − ω
P , ,

 (6)

 k =
V , − V ,

Q , ,
 (7)

 
k =

V , , − V , ,

P , ,
 

 
(8)

Usually, these units are modeled as droop buses during the power flow analysis [10-12].The 168 
use of such quasi-steady control characteristics can significantly increase the complexity of the 169 
power flow. 170 

2.3.The Primary Control of The IC in The IHMG 171 

As a key element of the IHMG, the IC can achieve the following functions: 172 

1. IC can be a slack bus for the AC subgrid compensating power mismatch in the AC subgrid 173 
in the weak systems, while the DC subgrid has a higher power surplus [12]. In this case, the IC can 174 
operate in the grid-forming mode to perform the frequency and voltage control of the AC subgrid. 175 

2. IC can be a slack bus for the DC subgridwith lower power surplus capacity than that of the 176 
AC subgrid. Moreover, IC can perform the voltage control of the DC subgrid as a grid-forming unit 177 
in the DC subgrid.  178 

3. In order to achieve the equal loadings of subgrids, both subgrids of the IHMG should have 179 
similar power, when the IC controls the transfer of the active power between the neighboring AC 180 
and DC subgrids. Moreover, in order to adapt the active power transfer between the two subgrids, 181 
IC measures the AC frequency and DC voltage and equalizes them by normalizing. The 182 
corresponding control strategies are as the following: 183 

 ω =
ω− 0.5(ω + ω )
0.5(ω −ω )     (9 )
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 V =
V − 0.5(V , + V , )

0.5(V , − V , )
 (10)

 ∆e = ω− V  (11)

 P = −
1
k ∆e (12)

Where P   is the power transferred from the DC to the AC subgrids through the IC in the IHMG. 184 

Since the flow of the active power is from the DC to AC side, the IC can also support the 185 

reactive power at the AC side [30,31]. The injected reactive power of the IC to the AC network 186 

through the jth AC terminal is expressed as: 187 

 Q = min	(
1
k ( V , , − V , ) , Q , ) 			if	P , , > 0

0																																																		otherwise
	 (13)

 Q , = (S , ) − (P , , ) 	 (14)

 188 

Where P , is the injected active power by the converter at the AC side and S and Q are the 189 

apparent and reactive power limits of the IC, respectively. 190 

3. Definition of The Operating Modes in The AC/DC IHMG 191 

3.1. Classification of The AC/DC IHMG Configurations 192 

The structural characteristics of the AC/DC IHMG can be summarized as the following:  193 
1. Disconnecting from the main network. 194 
2. Connecting the AC and DC subgrids through bidirectional AC/DC interfacing converters(ICs) 195 

to fulfill the bidirectional power flow between subgrids. 196 
3.Dividing the zones according to the DER type, such as RES, DG and ESS, and load type, such 197 

as AC or DC.  198 
Based on the aforementioned classifications, the location of the adopted device for the grid-199 

forming control is closely related to the operating characteristics of the system. 200 
Studies [30，31]showed that the AC/DC storage systems (e.g. battery bank, super capacitor 201 

and flywheel) and the IC devices, which usually operate in the grid-forming mode, can maintain 202 
the voltage and frequency stability of the IHMG. This means that the power difference between the 203 
output power of the RES and that of time-variable loads is been modified by the output power of 204 
the ESS/IC. It should be indicated that loads may vary with time because of variety of parameters, 205 
including weather conditions, prediction error and so on. The droop control strategies are 206 
appliedfor the application of the AC or DC ESS in accordance with equation (1). The controlled IC 207 
in the constant AC voltage control can maintain the frequency stability in the AC 208 
subgrid.Moreover,it can maintain the voltage stability in the DC subgrids in the constant DC 209 
voltage control mode. Several network configurations can be found in the literature, which are 210 
distinguished by the location of the storage units.Fig 1 shows an HMG system as examples,where 211 
its configuration falls into three categories when disconnecting from utility grid as the following: 1) 212 
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Storages as grid-forming devices are located only in the AC subgrid. 2) Storagesarelocated only in 213 
the DCsubgrid. 3)Storages are locatedin both subgrids. 214 
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Source
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DC Load(s)

DC Storage 
System

DC Bus

AC/DC

AC Energy 
Source 
System

AC Storage 
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DC Energy 
Source
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DC Load(s)

AC Bus DC Bus

AC Load(s)

AC Energy 
Source 
System

AC Storage 
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AC Bus

AC/DC
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AC Energy 
Source 
System

AC Bus

AC Load(s)

AC/DC

DC Energy 
Source
System

DC Load(s)

DC Storage 
System

DC Bus

(b)
215 

Figure 2.Classification of the configurations of the IHMG system: (a)Grid-forming units are in the 216 
AC subgrid, (b)Grid-forming units are in the DC subgrid and(c)Grid-forming units are in both AC 217 
and DC subgrids. 218 

3.2. Primary Control Operating Modes 219 

Based on the aforementioned three topological structures, the following five primary control 220 
operating modes are identified for the system configuration in accordance with Fig 1. 221 

1. Single grid-forming unit in the AC network: 222 
There is an ESS, which operates in the AC network as the grid-forming unit. Whereas, DGs of 223 

both subgrids operate in the grid-following mode. The frequency and voltage of the AC subgrid are 224 
sustained by the grid-forming unit and the voltage of the DC network is regulated with the IC 225 
between both networks. Moreover, the DC bus of the IC can operate as the DC slack bus of the DC 226 
subgrid. 227 

2. Multiple grid-forming units in the AC network: 228 
More than one storage system is actively involved as grid-forming units, in the control of the 229 

voltage and frequency of the AC network of the IHMG. An adequate power sharing strategies of 230 
grid-forming units is implemented for balancing the power variations of the IHMG. The method for 231 
power management of the DC network is similar to that of mode (1). 232 

3. Single grid-forming unit in the DC network: 233 
In the operating mode, the grid-forming unit and the DC energy storage are placed at the DC 234 

network. Moreover, the IC establishes the voltage and frequency in the AC network, so its AC bus 235 
operates as the AC slack bus of the AC subgrid. The operating principle is the same as that for 236 
mode (2). 237 

4. Multiple grid-forming units in the DC network: 238 
The power management is performed in the similar way as mode (2). The difference is these 239 

grid-forming units control the dc voltage of the dc network while being ensured an adequate power 240 
sharing between units. The IC established the frequency in the ac side. 241 
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5. multiple grid-forming units in both networks: 242 
In the last operating mode, more than one grid-forming unit is placed at both networks. These 243 

AC/DC grid-forming units are placed in separate subgrids and can balance the power variations of 244 
the whole grid through the ICand transfer the active power between the neighboring two subgrids. 245 
The direction of the power flow always transforms into the subgrid with the worst power deficiency. 246 
Therefore, no special communication system is required.  247 

Tables 1-3 present the corresponding electrical behavior of units in three main primary control 248 
operating modes in the islanded HMG. 249 

 250 

Table 1. The electrical behavior of the main components of IHMG in mode 1 251 

Unit type in 
mode 1 Source type Control type Output 

impedance PF model 

AC ESS or DG Non-Ideal 
Voltage source Droop1 Finite, nonzero Droop 

RES Ideal current 
source MPPT 0 PQ 

IC 
DC Ideal 

Voltage source 
Constant DC 

Voltage control 0 DC constant V 

DC ESS or DG - - - - 

1See formula (1)-(6) 252 

Table 2. The electrical behavior of the main components of IHMG in mode 3 253 

Unit type in 
mode 3 

Source type Control type Output 
impedance 

PF model 

AC ESS or DG - - - - 

RES Ideal current 
source MPPT 0 PQ 

IC AC Ideal 
Voltage source 

Constant AC 
Voltage control 0 AC constant V 

DC ESS or DG Non-Ideal 
Voltage source 

Droop2 Finite, nonzero Droop 

2See formula (7)-(8) 254 

 255 

Table 3.The electrical behavior of the main components of IHMG in mode 5 256 

Unit type in 
mode 5 Source type Control type Output 

impedance PF model 

AC ESS or DG Non-Ideal 
Voltage source Droop1 Finite, nonzero Droop 
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RES Ideal current 
source MPPT 0 PQ 

IC 
Non-Ideal 

Voltage source Droop3 Finite, nonzero Droop 

DC ESS or DG Non-Ideal 
Voltage source Droop2 Finite, nonzero Droop 

1See formula (1)-(6); 257 

2See formula(7)-(8); 258 

3See formula(9)-(14). 259 

 260 

4. Formulation of the unified PF model 261 

4.1. DER Model 262 

In AC/DC IHMGs, AC-type DERs can operate in three operation modes, including PQ, PV and 263 
the droop modes. Similarly, DC-type DERs can also operate in three modes, including the constant 264 
P, constant V and the droop modes. All mode are defined based on the primary control approach, 265 
adopted by the interface conversion of DERs.  266 

In this section, some variables are defined as the following: N  and M  are the number of units 267 
in the grid-forming control in the AC subgrid (e.g. AC ESS/DGs in the AC droop control) and the 268 
DC subgrid (e.g. DC ESS/DGs in the DC droop control), respectively. Moreover, N  and M are the 269 
number of units in the grid-following control in the AC and DC subgrids, respectively. On the other 270 
hand, N = N +N  and M = M +M  are the total number of buses in the AC and DC subgrids, 271 
respectively. The corresponding quantities of various bus connected units are summarized in Table 272 
4· 273 

Table 4. The Variables for the buses of IHMG 274 

Subgrid Bus type Number of 
buses 

Known 
quantity 

Unkonwn 
quantity 

x=[xAC,xDC] 

Number of  

equations 

AC 

PQ NR Pn, Qn Vn, δ  2NR 

Droop ND - Pn, Qn, Vn, δ  4ND 

Slack bus 1 Vn, δ  Pn, Qn - 

DC 

Const.P MR Pm Vm MR 

Droop MD - Pm, Vm 2MD 

Const.V M-MR-MD Vm Pm M-MR-MD 

 275 

4.2 Formulation of The Unified PF Model 276 
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In order to implement the PF model for any generic operational models in accordance with 277 
definitions discussed in section 3, the system configuration and parameters should be described in a 278 
matrix format. The following matrices are defined in this regards. It should be indicated that they 279 
are used as inputs for the LF model. 280 

1. Unit-type vector W((N+M)×1); It describes the unit type (i.e. grid-following or grid forming) 281 
connected to the relevant bus in the AC/DC subgrid, as the following: 282 

) When ⅰ W =1, the bus connects to the grid-forming unit.  283 
) When ⅱ W =0, the bus does not connect to the grid-following unit. 284 

2. Judgment vector D((N+M)×1); It checks for the coexistence of grid-forming units in both AC 285 
and DC subgrids: 286 

) When ⅰ D =1,  the grid-forming unit is available in  both AC and DC subgrids. 287 
) When ⅱ D =0, the grid-forming unit is only installed separately in the AC or DC subgrids. 288 

3. Judgment vector U((N+M)×1); It checks for the existence of the grid-forming unit in each 289 
AC or DC subgrids: 290 

) When ⅰ U =1, there are grid-forming units in the ACsubgrid. 291 
) When ⅱ U =0, there is not grid-forming unit in the AC subgrid;. 292 

4. The AC admittance matrix Y(N×N); 293 
 푌 (휔) = 퐺 (휔) + 푗퐵 (휔) =  ,  n, k ∈ N (15) 

5. DC conductance matrix G (M ×M); The element in the matrix reflects the value of the 294 
conductance of the DC line that connects two buses. 295 

4.3 Power balance equations 296 

Power balance equations are derived based on the configuration cases defined in section 3 and 297 
the configuration matrices(W, D and U). For a given set of elements of the above matrices, only one 298 
configuration is activated in the power equations at the same time. The elements of matrices reflect 299 
operating modes in the IHMG system and they are summarized in table 5. 300 

 301 

Table 5.  The  values of U, D and W matrices, corresponding to operating modes of the IHMG. 302 
 303 

Mode type Ui Di Wi 

Mode 1 1 0 1 

Mode 3 0 0 0 

Mode 5 1 1 1 

 304 
It should be indicated that when values of the matrix element are equal to those for the mode 1 305 

but the number of corresponding nodes is greater than 1, the operating mode of the IHMG is 306 
identified as the mode 2. Similarly, when values of the matrix element are the same as those for the 307 
mode 3 but the number of corresponding nodes is greater than 1, the operating mode of the IHMG 308 
is identified as the mode 4. 309 

The active and reactive power mismatch equations for thebuses of AC and DC subgridsof the 310 
IHMG system are expressed in equations (16) and (17), respectively. 311 
 퐹 (훿 , |푉 |, 푓) = 푃 , = 0,			∀	n ∈ N		 (15)
 312 

 퐹 (훿 , |푉 |, 푓) = 푄 = 0,∀n ∈ N (16)
 313 

 퐹 (푉 ) = 푃 , = 0,∀	m ∈ M (17)
Moreover, P , , Q  and P , 	,	are expressed in equations (18) to (20), respectively. 314 
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P , = U P , +WP , − P , − P − Dβ P

+ U D P , +WP , − P , − P − Dβ P + D(P ,

+WP , − P , − P − Dβ P ) ∀	n = 1,2,…N	
(18)

 Q = Q , +Q , − Q −Q − β Q 	 (19)

 

P , = U P , +WP , + DWP , − P , − P + Dβ P
+ U D P , +WP , + DWP , − P , − P
+ Dβ P + D(P , +WP , + DWP , − P ,

− P + Dβ P ) ∀	m = 1,2,… ,M	

(20)

WhereU = 1 − U, D = 1 − Dand W = 1−W. Moreover, 푃 , and푃 , are the active output power of 315 
the AC and DC ESS or DG units in the grid-forming control, respectively. Furthermore, 푃 ,  and 316 
푃 , are the active output power of the AC and DC RES units in the grid-following control, 317 
respectively. 푃 and푃 indicate the active output power of the AC and DC terminal of the IC, when 318 
the IHMG system operate in mode 5. In this paper, the loss of the IC is ignored. Therefore, 푃 =319 
−푃 = 푃 .On the other hand, 푄 , ,푄 , and 푄 denote the output reactive powers of the RES in 320 
the grid-following control, DG in the droop control and AC terminal of the IC, respectively. 321 

	 P = |V | |V | |Y (ω)|cos	(δ − δ − θ K(ω))	 (21)

 P = V G V 	 (22)

Where, 푃  and 푃 are the injected active power to the nth AC bus and mth DC bus, respectively. 322 
Moreover, |Y (ω)|and θ (ω) are the magnitude and phase angle of the nk hentry in the AC bus 323 
admittance matrix, respectively. G denotes the mk h entry of the DC bus conductance matrix 324 
andQ is the injected reactive power to the mth DC bus, which is expressed as: 325 

 Q = |V | |V | |Y (ω)| sin δ − δ − θ (ω)  (23)

In order to summarize the aforementioned equations, the mathematical model of the whole 326 

system can be obtained as: F(x)= F (x) = 0
F (x) = 0. Where F (x) and F (x) are describing the mismatch 327 

equations of a general AC and DC bus and they are demonstrated as the following: 328 

 

F (x)

=

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧퐹 δ , |V |, f, P , = 푃 , δ , |V |, f, P , 푛휖푁
퐹 δ , |V |, f, Q , = Q = 푄 , +푄 , −푄 −푄 − 훽 푄 푛휖푁

퐹 , f, P , = 푃 , −
1
푘 휔 , −휔 푛 ∈ 푁

퐹 , 푉 , , 푄 , = 푄 , −
1
푘 푉 , , − 푉 , 푛 ∈ 푁

 (24)

 F (x) =
퐹 (푉 , 푃 , ) = 푃 , (푉 , 푃 , )								푚휖푀

퐹 , 푃 , , 푉 = 푃 , −
1
푘 푉 , − 푉 푚 ∈ 푀

 (25)

The Jacobian matrix at kth iteration is defined by: 329 

 J 푥( ) =
퐽( ) 0
0 퐽( )  (26) 
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 Where: 330 

 퐽( ) 휕퐹
휕푥 ( )

 (27) 

 퐽( ) 휕퐹
휕푥 ( )

 (28) 

Variables   푥 , 푥  are detailed in Table 4. 331 
 332 

4.3 Solution Procedure 333 
 334 

In order to find the PF solution, a Newton TR dogleg method [31] is employed in the present 335 
work. It is a globally convergent iterative method and it is widely used for solving the highly 336 
nonlinear equations. The fsolve function of the MATLAB software is used to solve systems of 337 
equations by minimizing the sum of squares of the components. It should be indicated that the 338 
system of equation is solved,when the sum of squares is zero. The fsolve function has three 339 
algorithms: trust-region; trust region dogleg and levenberg-marquardt. The iterative solution 340 
procedure of the power flow can be best described by the flowchart in Fig. 3. 341 
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 342 

5. Cases Studies 343 
 344 

In this section, all operating modes of the islanded HMG are implemented in the studies cases. 345 
It should be indicated that considering the derived formulation of the problem, employment of 346 
different modes is highly facilitated.It is intended to investigate the performances of the proposed 347 
power flow methods and evaluate the quasi-steady-state behaviors of various primary control 348 
strategies.Therefore, the method is applied in fiveoperational modes after transient events. 349 
 350 
5.1. Twelve-bus Test System 351 
 352 

The accuracy of the proposed model is verified in comparison with the steady-state solution 353 
produced by the MATLAB software. The MATLAB is atime-domain software that utilizes 354 
differential equations and can accurately model power system components. Therefore, it can be 355 
used for validating LF algorithms [35,36].However, such software takes a huge amount of 356 
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computational time compared to the algebraic LF methods so that it should not be applied in the 357 
steady-state analysis [12]. 358 

 359 

Fig 4.12-bus IHMG test system operating in mode 5 360 

For testing the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed LF model,it is applied on a 12-bus 361 
islanded AC/DC hybrid system, which is a modified test systems compared to the one use by Eajal, 362 
Mohamed and El-Saadany [11].Fig 4 shows the configuration of the test system. The system consists 363 
of radial and meshed topologies, wind turbine, photovoltaic system and a DS with droop control as 364 
grid-forming units in the both AC and DC subgrids. It should be indicated that both wind turbine 365 
and photovoltaic systems are equipped with MPPT control as grid-following units in the 366 
corresponding AC and DC subgrids. Fig 4 indicates that the system is running on mode 5. In this 367 
mode, the normalized droop control strategy adopted by the IC promotes the flexible bidirectional 368 
power flow between the AC and DC subgrids. This leads to high cooperation of DGs of the whole 369 
system to share the overall loading. However, conventional power flow algorithms fail to accurately 370 
simulate the characteristics of the introduced system [9-12]. In other words, thiscase study 371 
indicatesthe advantage of the proposed analysis method for the power flow over the conventional 372 
methods. The data related to generators, IC and corresponding bus classifications are presented in 373 
table 9-10.Moreover, the impedances of the network and the load connected to the related bus are 374 
summarized in table 11.The MVA and AC/DCKV base values are set to 3.0MW and 2.4/7KV, 375 
respectively. The results obtained from the proposed LF model and the steady-state solutions from 376 
the MATLAB software are listed in Tables 6-8. 377 

It is found that the proposed method can solve the power flow in 1.5s, while the computational 378 
time of the MATLAB software is about 20s. Both the proposed algorithm and the MATLAB software 379 
are capable to reach steady at the frequency of 1.0021p.u. The maximum bus voltage magnitudes 380 
error and the maximum phase error are 0.06% and0.07%, respectively. These results indicate the 381 
accuracy of the proposed method. 382 

 383 

Table 6.Test results of the voltage in the 12-bus IHMG system  384 

Bus Bus type Unified PF Results MATLAB Results 

 
nV  

(p.u) 

n  

(p.u) 

nV  

(p.u) 

n  

(p.u) 

1(AC1) Droop 0.9944 0.0337 0.9947 0.0330 

2(AC1) Droop(IC ac) 0.9928 0.0289 0.9932 0.0301 
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3(AC1) PQ 0.9965 0.0234 0.9968 0.0256 

4(AC1) PQ(MPPT) 0.9957 0.0440 0.9960 0.0443 

5(AC1) Droop(IC ac) 0.9934 0.0956 0.9931 0.0900 

6(AC1) PQ(MPPT) 0.9994 0.0000 0.9997 0.0000 

dc1 (DC2) Droop(IC dc) 1.0086 — 1.0082 — 

dc2 (DC2) P 1.0012 — 1.0013 _— 

dc3  (DC2) P 0.9986 — 0.9981 — 

dc4 (DC2) Droop 0.9979 — 0.9972 — 

dc5 (DC2) Droop(IC dc) 1.0079 — 1.0076 — 

dc6 (DC2) R 0.9970 — 0.9969 — 

1AC subgrid of the IHMG. 385 

2DC subgrid of the IHMG. 386 

 387 

Table 7. Test results of the output power of the DER in the 12-bus IHMG system 388 

Bus Bus type Unified PF Results MATLAB Results 

  
nDRP ,  

(p.u.) 

nDRQ ,  

(p.u.) 

nDRP ,  

(p.u.) 

nDRQ ,  

(p.u.) 

 

1(AC1) Droop -0.1325 — -0.1361 — 

4(AC1) PQ 0.2668 0.2013 0.2698 0.2000 

6(AC1) Droop 0.5967 0.3034 0.5924 0.3001 

dc2 (DC2) P 0.6098 — 0.6092 — 

dc3 (DC2) Droop 0.0198 — 0.2001 — 

dc4 (DC2) Droop 0.1998 — 0.1990 — 

1AC subgrid of the IHMG; 389 

2 DC subgrid of the IHMG 390 

 391 

 392 

 393 

 394 

 395 
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Table 8. Test results of the transferred power by ICs in the 12-bus IHMG system 396 

 

IC 

e 1 

(p.u) 

퐕퐚퐜ퟐ  

(p.u) 

퐕퐝퐜ퟑ  

(p.u) 

퐏퐜ퟒ 

(p.u) 

퐐퐜
ퟓ 

(p.u) 

#1  0.038 0.9928 1.0086 -0.057 — 

#2  0.052 0.9934 1.0079 -0.077 — 

1 The difference between the normalized AC frequency and DC voltage. 397 

2 The AC voltage amplitude of ICs. 398 

3 The DC voltage of ICs. 399 

4 The active power transferred by the IC. 400 

5 The reactive power transferred by the IC. 401 

 402 

Table 9.Bus data for the 12-bus IHMG system 403 

MG Bus No. Bus Type |퐕ퟎ| 

(p.u.) 

DR Type 퐏퐃퐑퐫퐚퐭퐞퐝 

 MW 

퐐퐃퐑
퐫퐚퐭퐞퐝 

Mvar 

훚ퟎ 

(p.u.) 

퐦퐩 

(p.u.) 

퐧퐩 

(p.u.) 

AC 1 Droop 1.0 DS 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.0375 0.25 

2 Droop 1.0 --      

3 Z 1.0 --      

4 PQ 1.0 DG 0.48 0.36 1.0 0.0625 0.4167 

5 Droop 1.0 --      

6 PQ 1.0 DG 1.8 1.35 1.0 0.0167 0.1111 

DC 1 Droop 1.0       

2 P 1.0 DG 1.92   0.0781  

3 P 1.0 DG 0.48   0.3125  

4 Droop 1.0 DS 0.6   0.25  

5 R 1.0       

6 Droop 1.0       

 404 

Table 10.The data for the IC of the 12-bus IHMG system 405 

IC 

No. 

AC 

Bus 

DC 

Bus 

퐏퐢퐜 

(MW) 

퐐퐢퐜 

(Mvar) 

훚ퟎ 퐕퐝퐜,ퟎ 

(p.u.) 

후퐩 후퐪 

1 2 1 3.0 2.25 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0667 
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2 5 5 3.0 2.25 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0667 

 406 

Table 11.Line/Load data for the 12-bus IHMG system 407 

MG From To R(훀) X(훀) Load connected to From bus 

P(MW)   Q(Mvar) 

AC 1 2 0.02646 0.01323  

2 3 0.04032 0.02016 0.4        0.3 

3 5 0.04032 0.02016 1.0        0.6 

5 6 0.02646 0.01323 0.8       0.6 

4 3 0.02646 0.01323  

DC 1 2 0.4340  0.6 

2 3 0.2279   

3 4 0.4100   

4 5 0.4340   

5 6 0.4100  1.4 

6 1 0.2279  0.5 

 408 

 409 

Fig 5.The multi-DC subgrids IHMG test system in the mode 1 410 

5.2 Multi-DC subgridstest system 411 

In this case, the mode 1, mode 2 and mode 5of the operation are compared and analyzed. The 412 
corresponding test systems are presented in Fig 5, Fig 6and Fig 7, respectively. They indicate that 413 
two identical DC subgrids with identical IC droop constants are connected to the 6-bus AC subgrid. 414 
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Moreover, the DC subgrid 1 is connected to the AC bus 1, whereas the DCsubgrid 2 is connected to 415 
the AC bus 5. 416 

Bus 2

Bus 3

Bus 5

Bus 1

Bus 4

Bus 6
WT

ESS1#

Bus 2

Bus 3

Bus 4

PV1*

PV2*

Bus 2*

Bus 3*

Bus 4*

PV1

PV2

Load 1

Load 2

Load 3

Bus 1

Bus 6

Bus 5

Bus 5*

Bus 6*

Bus 1*

Load 1

Load 1*

Load 2*

Load 3*

Load 2

Load 3

IC1#

IC2#

PV3

PV3*

ESS2#

 417 

Fig 6. Multi-DC subgridsIHMG test system in the mode 2 418 

 419 

 420 

 421 

 422 

Fig 7. Multi-DC subgrids IHMG test system in the mode 5 423 

All AC/DC subgrids are derived from the test system in case 1.In all three operational modes, 424 
the sum of ratings of power supplies and one of ESSs of the IHMG system are the same, while the 425 
deployment and the primary control approach adopted by each unit is distinct.Figs. 5 and 6 426 
indicate that grid-forming ESSunit devices are only configured in the AC subgrid. .Moreover, it is 427 
observed that the total output power of the WT and the total ESS power rating of the AC 428 
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subgridsare the same in Fig 5 and Fig  6. However,Fig 5illustrates that the configuration of the ESS 429 
is aggregated  because only one unit is placed and the configuration of the WT is distributed- two  430 
same units placed.Fig. 6 shows that the topology of the mode 2 is opposite of that of the mode 1.It 431 
should be indicated that mode 5 of the operation is also tested in the multi-DC test system. 432 

5.2.1. Algorithm Performance in The normal Potation of The Multi-DC Subgirds System 433 

Fig 8 illustrates the DC bus voltages profile of the subgrid 1in different modes, where the 434 
subgrid 2 has an identical one. 435 

 436 

Fig 8. The DC bus voltage profiles of theDC subgrid 1 437 

The present study intends to investigate the performance of the hierarchical structure, based on 438 
the centralized and distributed controls. Mode 1 and mode 2 belong to the former control, while the 439 
mode 5 belongs to the latter control.  Fig 8 shows that the general trend of the voltage distribution is 440 
consistent in three modes. In mode 2, the voltage deviation is minimum because there are 2 ESS 441 
units with distributed connection and lower ESS capacity, compared to that for the mode1. 442 
Moreover, it is observed that mode 5 has the maximum voltage deviation. This may be attributed to 443 
several reasons, as the following: 1)The normalized droop control is adopted by ICs. Therefore, the 444 
AC frequency couples with the DC voltage. 2) There is no slack bus in the system. However, the 445 
distributed control has low dependency on the communication and the locations of units in the 446 
system. In all modes, the frequency and voltage deviations are compensated by the secondary 447 
control, which is not discussed in this study. 448 

5.2.2Algorithm Performance in The Operation of The Multi-DC Subgirds IHMG System During The Load 449 
Fluctuation 450 

A series of power flows are solved for evaluating the quasi-steady-state behaviors of the 451 
system in different operational modes. Firstly, the AC load at the third bus of the AC subgrid 452 
increases from 0 to o.6 p.u., then the DC load at the sixth bus of the DC subgrid 1 increases from 0 453 
to 0.3 p.u. It is intended to investigate the influence of the control method of units on the dynamic 454 
characteristics of the IHMG during the load fluctuation on a relatively fast time scale. 455 
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 456 

Fig 9. The distribution of the AC frequency of IHMG for the fluctuating AC/DC load 457 

Fig 9 illustrates the frequency evolution of the AC subgrid in different modes during the 458 
AC/DC load fluctuation. The AC load fluctuation occurs in the blue region, while the DC 459 
fluctuation occurs in the yellow region, subsequently. Fig 9 indicates that the AC frequency is more 460 
affected by the load fluctuation in the distributed control mode 5 in comparison to the centralized 461 
control modes1 and 2. Because the AC terminal of IC adopts the constant, the AC voltage control 462 
operates as a slack bus in AC subgrid in these modes. On the other hand, considering the 463 
distributed spatial layout and increasing the number of ESS to 2, although there are the same total 464 
capacity in both modes, the frequency has a smaller deviation in mode 2 than the one in the mode 1. 465 

 466 

Fig 10. The distribution of the DC voltage of IHMG forthe fluctuating AC/DC load 467 

Fig 10 presents the evolution of the DC voltage of the sixth bus in the DC subgrid 1 and the one 468 
of the bus6∗ in the DC subgrid 2 for modes 1 and 2.It is found that when the AC load fluctuation 469 
occurs, the DC terminal of the IC1 and IC2 is controlled in the constant V mode and it operates as 470 
the DC slack bus. Therefore, there is a slight drop in the DC voltage amplitude. Fig 10indicates that 471 
when the DC load increase, the DC voltage amplitude drops. It is observed that the most serious 472 
drop occurs in the sixth bus of the DC subgrid 1, as the point of load fluctuation.  In the no load 473 
fluctuation area (i.e. DC subgrid 2), there is a slight drop in the DC voltage. Moreover, the ESS units 474 
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handle power variations of the whole system, whilethe IC unit handles only the power variations in 475 
the DC subgrid in modes 1 and 2.  476 

It is found that the suppression of voltage deviation in the mode 2 is better than the one in 477 
mode 1.Because the spatial distributed connection of the ESS in mode 2 is better the aggregate 478 
connection of the ESS in suppressing power variations. 479 

 480 

Fig 11.The distribution of the output power of the ESS/IC in IHMG for fluctuation AC/DC load 481 

Fig 11illustrates the variation of ESS/IC’s performance in the power handling caused by the 482 
load fluctuation in modes 1 and 2. In both modes, the IC1 transfers the same power from the AC to 483 
DC subgrid only when the DC load fluctuation occurs. It is found that the IC2 has no power 484 
transmission for no DC load fluctuation in the DC subgrid 2.The total output power of the ESS unit 485 
is the same in both modes. However, with different spatial configuration, the total output power of 486 
the ESS with aggregate connection is averagely allocated of two identical ESS units with the 487 
distributed connection. It is concluded that the latter is more effective in suppressing the power 488 
variation. 489 

5. Conclusion 490 

ESS and IC units play a decisive role in the frequency and voltage stability of the AC/DC 491 
IHMG. In widely applicable hierarchical control architectures, there are various primary control 492 
modes adopted by units for maintaining the stable operation of the IHMG. In the present study, a 493 
new PF model is proposed for analyzing various operating characteristics of the IHMG system in 494 
adopting different primary control methods. The proposed model applies the unified equation and 495 
can solve the PF problem for the AC and DC portions of the IHMG, simultaneously. Employing 496 
three binary matrices as the input parameter of the unified equation, five operation modes of the 497 
IHMG with different primary control strategies and component structures are described, which 498 
shows the high degree of flexibility of the proposed PF model. The effectiveness of the new PF 499 
model is investigated by comparing the calculated results with the steady-state solution of the 500 
MATLAB software. 501 

It is found that for the multiple DC subgrids IHMG, the PF solution enables the use of lower-502 
size energy storage systems and it achieves better effects for suppressing power variations. 503 
Therefore, it is concluded that the utilizing the proposed method improves the reliability of the 504 
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system. 505 
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